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                404 - Page not found

                
                    Sorry, the content you were looking for cannot be found or is restricted to logged in users.                

            

                        Here are some of our recent projects:

            
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Data Entry & Google Maps Expert
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I'm on the lookout for a proficient virtual assistant having adeptness in data entry and Google Maps. 

Main responsibilities include:
 
 - Data entry tasks
 - Gathering information from Google Maps

This assignment is not time-bound but based on a rate of pay per 100 data entries. It's a heavy workload; as I require over 500 entries, so strong attention to detail & consistency are i...
                                            


                    
                                                    Data Entry
                                                    Data Processing
                                                    Excel
                                                    Virtual Assistant
                                                    Web Search
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $5 / hr
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $5 / hr
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            5 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Photorealistic Social Media Graphics Creation
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    I'm on the lookout for a seasoned graphic designer superbly skilled in creating extraordinary, photorealistic social media graphics. 

MORE ABOUT THE PROJECT:

- This project entails spending your time on the most inventive tasks, building photorealistic social media graphics that capture attention and engages users.

REQUIRED SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE:

- Advanced proficiency in graphic design s...
                                            


                    
                                                    3D Animation
                                                    3D Modelling
                                                    Animation
                                                    Graphic Design
                                                    Photoshop
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $150 - $450
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                        
                                                    $150 - $450
                                            


                    
                                            0 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Fundraising consultant for a Medtech startup (part-time job)
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    Job description
Looking for a fundraising consultant to help our startup with our pre-seed fundraising.
We are looking for a fundraising consultant with a broad network of contacts, preferably with some investor connections.

We are a Healthtech and Medtech startup and are now looking to raise capital to finish the development of our product.
Our startup is developing a small wearable bladder scan...
                                            


                    
                                                    Business Coaching
                                                    Fundraising
                                                    Startup Consulting
                                                    Startups
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $1628 - $3257
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                        
                                                    $1628 - $3257
                                            


                    
                                            0 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            EV Charger Harmonic Mitigation in MATLAB
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    Seeking an expert to significantly improve the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) in an EV onboard charger's AC-DC PFC stage. Your role will involve creating simulations and models in MATLAB/Simulink to reduce the THD to as low as possible, ideally below 5%. In addition, you will need to propose and test techniques to mitigate a persisting high 3rd order harmonic. 

Our current techniques have n...
                                            


                    
                                                    Altium Designer
                                                    Electrical Engineering
                                                    Electronics
                                                    Engineering
                                                    Matlab and Mathematica
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $12
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $12
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            7 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            New Website derived from www.aloravitapeoria.com. Few content changes, no design change. Wordpress site.
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I need a skilled web developer to help me recreate a website similar to the site www.aloravitapeoria.com. its my Wordpress site and have the source code too.
 
Key Changes:

I have registered [login to view URL]

 Home Page -> Point to a link in a iframe. [login to view URL]
About me -> Same as [login to view URL] 
Sell Your Home -> Same as [login to view URL] 
Resources -> Same as www...
                                            


                    
                                                    Graphic Design
                                                    HTML
                                                    PHP
                                                    User Interface / IA
                                                    Website Design
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $87
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $87
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            27 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Nationwide Mystery Shopper Needed
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    Looking for detail-oriented individuals to conduct mystery shopping tasks in retail stores, restaurants, and hotels in any major city. This job requires evaluating various aspects, including:

- Quality of Customer Service
- Cleanliness and organization of physical spaces
- Product availability and presentation

Desired skills and experience include:

- Excellent observational skills
- Precise rep...
                                            


                    
                                                    Consumer Products
                                                    Customer Experience
                                                    Shopping
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $15 - $25 / hr
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                        
                                                    $15 - $25 / hr
                                            


                    
                                            0 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Resolve Websphere Server Crash Causes
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    My asset management application, running on the Websphere application server, is unfortunately crashing due to the generation of large heap dump files. I am seeking the expertise of an experienced developer with deep understanding of:

- Websphere application server
- Heap dump analysis  
- Troubleshooting production issues  
- Asset management applications

The chosen candidate will have to downl...
                                            


                    
                                                    IBM Websphere Transformation Tool
                                                    Java
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $5 - $9 / hr
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                        
                                                    $5 - $9 / hr
                                            


                    
                                            0 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Urgent Game Bug Fix ..
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    I am urgently seeking a proficient and experienced game developer who can assist in identifying and fixing a bug in my game.  However, a critical issue arises when the game is accessed and played through Facebook stories using Facebook's native browser on iOS devices. The bug manifests as the browser itself shutting down abruptly when a user swipes from left to right on the screen. This bug s...
                                            


                    
                                                    CSS
                                                    HTML
                                                    iPhone
                                                    JavaScript
                                                    Mobile App Development
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $20
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $20
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            10 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Anime-Style Yoshi with Chainsaw Man Features
                        

                        6 days left

                                            


                    
                                                    I am seeking a creative and well-versed in anime style artist to design a unique piece, to mix two much-loved characters - Yoshi from Mario and Chainsaw Man.  

I want Yoshi to be depicted with chainsaws protruding from his forehead and forearms, mirroring Chainsaw Man in style. For the color palette, it should merge classic Yoshi colors with traditional Chainsaw Man hues. However, I prefer the ar...
                                            


                    
                                                    Caricature & Cartoons
                                                    Graphic Design
                                                    Illustration
                                                    Illustrator
                                                    Photoshop
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $69
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $69
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            30 bids

                    
                    
                        
                        
                    

                

            

        

            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                            Make a simple UI frontend for an application in Linux environment
                        

                        6 days left

                                                    
                                
                                VERIFIED                            

                                            


                    
                                                    I'm looking for a skilled developer to construct a simple frontend user interface (UI) for a Linux environment. The primary function of this UI will be to display textual data to the user, and it should be designed in line with an item list format. 

The key capabilities the ideal candidate should possess include:

- Adeptness at Linux-based frontend development
- Experience working with UI d...
                                            


                    
                                                    Linux
                                                    Python
                                            


                    
                        
                                                    $134
                            (Avg Bid)
                                                

                    


                                    


                
                    
                                                    $134
                                                            
                                    Avg Bid                                
                                                    
                                            


                    
                                            23 bids
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